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BRUSSELS: The EU unveiled plans yesterday that
would allow travellers to get online streaming services
like Netflix or BBC iPlayer when abroad by 2017, some-
thing currently blocked by complex copyright rules.

Europeans spend about one billion nights in other
EU countries every year but face a frustrating inability
to watch films and sports or listen to music on an iPad
or laptop when they travel outside their home coun-
try.  “People who legally buy content-films, books,
football matches, TV series-must be able to carry it
with them anywhere they go in Europe,” said Andrus
Ansip, the European Commission’s Vice President for
the digital single market. “We want to ensure the
portability of content across borders.” As it stands, sub-
scribers to the Netflix or Amazon streaming service in,
for example, Britain, cannot use the service when they
travel to another country. The services in different
countries also currently have different content.

In another example, digital subscribers to Sky
Sports in London are unable to access Premier League
football matches when travelling abroad.  The com-

mission, the executive body of the 28-country EU, said
the ability of Europeans to enjoy subscriptions to
these services while still in the bloc was “a new EU
right for consumers”.

‘COMPLEX TECHNICAL ISSUES’ 
The proposal now goes to the European parliament

and EU member states for approval, which the com-
mission hopes will come next year, with final imple-
mentation of the rules in 2017. That is the same year
that the EU is set to end mobile phone roaming
charges. The British Broadcasting Corporation, the
largest public broadcaster in the world, welcomed the
impact on its iPlayer service, which only people living
in Britain are currently able to use. “We are interested
in being able to allow UK licence-fee payers to access
BBC iPlayer while they are on holiday in the EU, and
welcome the European Commission proposing regula-
tion to help make this possible,” a BBC statement said.

“There are complex technical issues to resolve and
aspects of the Commission’s proposal need clarifica-

tion.” EU officials said the BBC service would need to
introduce a system that verifies the country of resi-
dence of users, which services like Netflix and Amazon
already have. Critics argued that the proposal lacked
ambition and addressed only the narrow concerns of
subscribers who could afford the big fees demanded
by the streaming services.

“Overall, the copyright reform proposals are a far
cry from commitment by Commission president (Jean-
Claude) Juncker to ‘break down national silos’ in copy-
right and ignore many demands made by the EU
Parliament,” said Julia Reda, a leading Greens MEP on
the issue.

‘JUST AN APPETISER’ 
But the commission said the so-called “portability”

issue is only the first step towards a far more contro-
versial plan by the EU to overhaul the EU’s complex
copyright rules, part of a scheme to create a single dig-
ital market in Europe. “The proposal... is just an appe-
tiser, the main course will come in 2016,” said the EU’s

Digital Commissioner Guenther Oettinger.  The
European Union is the world’s biggest economy, but
despite its 500 million potential consumers, digital
services remain confined to national borders, with
separate accounts and proof of residency required
from one country to another.

In May the EU launched an anti-trust inquiry into
the online shopping marketplace over the restrictions
it places on people in one country being able to buy
goods from another.

It is focused on electronics, clothes, shoes and digi-
tal content.  But media companies are extremely reluc-
tant to break the status quo especially in France,
where protecting French culture is an important gov-
ernment priority. 

“In the digital economy, licensing distribution
rights by territory remains fundamental to the financ-
ing, production and distribution of content not just in
the EU, but worldwide,” said Benoit Ginisty of the
International Federation of Film Producers Association,
a lobby in Brussels. — AFP
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SAN FRANCISCO: Yahoo is scrapping its original
plan to spin off its prized stake in China’s Alibaba
Group and will instead explore breaking off the
rest of its business into a new company.

Yahoo shares gained more than 2 percent in
premarket trading. The change of heart
announced yesterday comes after Yahoo’s board
met last week to review the proposed Alibaba
spin off, as well as CEO Marissa Mayer’s stalled
attempts to turn around one of the Internet’s
best-known companies.

Yahoo Inc. said that it now plans to look into
how it can spin off all of its other businesses and
their liabilities into a new company. That busi-
ness would be distributed to Yahoo sharehold-
ers. Yahoo Chairman Maynard Webb said in a
statement that the company became concerned
about the original plan to spin off the Alibaba
stake in part because of the market’s perception
of tax risk. The meetings Yahoo held last week
included a discussion on whether to heed an
activist shareholder’s call for Yahoo to sell the
websites, mobile applications and ad services
that generate most of its revenue and recast
itself to a holding company for its holdings in
Alibaba, a rapidly growing e-commerce compa-
ny, and Yahoo Japan. Those Asian investments
account for the bulk of Yahoo’s current market
value of about $33 billion. Investors have con-
cluded that Yahoo’s Internet business is worth
next to nothing, largely because its ad revenue
has been sinking for years even though mar-
keters have been steadily increasing their spend-
ing on digital campaigns. Most of those dollars,
though, have been flowing to Google and
Facebook. Things were supposed to change
when Yahoo lured Mayer, considered a rising
Silicon Valley start, away from Google to become
its CEO three-and-half years ago. But Yahoo has
only showed modest signs of progress during
her tenure, despite spending billions on acquisi-
tions and product development.

FRUSTRATION
As Wall Street’s frustration with the inertia has

mounted, Yahoo’s stock has fallen by about 30
percent so far this year. Mayer had hoped to buy
more time with the Alibaba spinoff, which had

been set as tax-free shelter for Yahoo’s 384 mil-
lion shares in the Chinese company. That idea
pleased investors until the Internal Revenue
Service declined to rule that the Alibaba spinoff
would qualify for a tax exemption. That raised
the specter of Yahoo being hit with a tax bill of
more than $10 billion on an investment current-
ly worth about $32 billion.  Despite that possibil-
ity, Mayer had been planning to complete the
Alibaba spinoff by next month in a reflection of
her belied the split would gain tax-free status.

Spooked by the potential tax hit, Starboard
Value reversed its initial support of the Alibaba
spinoff and last month demanded that Yahoo’s
board sell the Internet business instead. If Yahoo
didn’t reconsider the Alibaba plan, Starboard

threatened to lead a shareholder mutiny aimed
at overthrowing the board next year.

Even before the Alibaba backpedal, Mayer
had promised to start off the new year with a
reorganization that will jettison Yahoo’s least
profitable services as part of housecleaning like-
ly to pare Yahoo’s payroll from its current size of
10,700 employees. 

Despite its financial funk, Yahoo still runs
services that attract hundreds of millions of visi-
tors and owns one of the world’s best-known
brands. If a reverse spin off is successful, it would
need to clear a number of hurdles, including
third party consents and shareholder approval.

Shares of Yahoo rose 85 cents, or 2.4 percent,
to $35.70 before the market open. — AP
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NEW YORK: Plenty of people do all their Facebooking,
YouTubing, Web surfing and whatnot on mobile
devices. But not everyone. Lots of us still rely on person-
al computers for plenty of tasks. Take writers, for
instance, for whom a physical keyboard is often a must.
But the tech industry keeps trying to come up with
lighter and cheaper alternatives to the traditional lap-
top. New gadgets from Apple, Microsoft and Google all
harbor such ambitions, to varying degrees. Google’s
Pixel C tablet came out Tuesday. All have their short-
comings, though they offer some surprises as well.

Microsoft’s Surface tablets aren’t part of this review,
basically because including them would be cheating.
Surfaces are full-fledged PCs already; they just feature
magnetically attached keyboard covers in place of a
built-in keyboard. Here, I was more interested in
devices that weren’t originally designed as PCs. In fact,
I avoided PCs for a full week to test out these alterna-
tives. 

IPAD PRO
I  started with a bus ride from New York to

Philadelphia. The seat had little legroom, yet Apple’s
iPad Pro felt comfortable on my lap, perched on a
physical-keyboard cover ($169) that folds into a kick-
stand. The tablet ran Microsoft Word for writing and
Excel for spreadsheets. All iPads now let you run apps
side by side, something you can really only appreciate
with the Pro’s 12.9-inch screen. But it’s still not possible
to open multiple Word or Excel documents at once. To
copy text from one to another, you still have to close
the first document and open the second.

Adobe’s Lightroom worked fine for basic photo edit-
ing, and the resulting images seemed more vivid on the
iPad than on my years-old Mac laptop. But I needed the
Mac to get the photos off my camera’s memory card in
the first place, as the iPad doesn’t have an SD card slot.
The iPad easily handled much more prosaic tasks.
Paying bills and organizing my photos online were also
straightforward, although drag-and-drop features are
tougher to use without a trackpad. I even scanned
some documents via an app for my wireless Canon
scanner. Then came the reality check. On the Mac, I
organize documents by folder to keep them straight.
On the iPad, my options were limited to storing them in
the iPad’s photo gallery or emailing copies to myself.
The iPad is meant to keep things simple. There’s no
messy folder system, and iPad apps are often limited to
a subset of the features you can find on PCs.

But work and life can be complex, and you some-
times need a device that can mirror that complexity.
The Pro is a good supplement, but it’s no laptop
replacement.

PIXEL C
Google’s Pixel C tablet has many laptop characteris-

tics, including a high-resolution screen and a keyboard
that attaches securely to the screen. You can hold the
unit by either the tablet or the keyboard half - even
upside down. The magnet is very strong, unlike that of
Microsoft’s Surface. The screen angle is also adjustable,
unlike the iPad Pro. Multiple people can share the
Android-based Pixel; it’s possible to set up individual
profiles and save settings, unlike the iPad. But the Pixel
can’t display apps side-by-side, which makes copying
text between apps tougher.

The Pixel is easier to carry around, with its smaller,
10.2-inch screen. The keyboard is smaller to match.
Rather than squeeze keys closer together, the Pixel
moves less-used characters, such as brackets, to an on-
screen display. The Pixel can run many of the apps that
the iPad can, and it faces similar challenges with file
management and trackpad-less drag and drop.

LUMIA 950
Microsoft’s Lumia 950 is a phone that can turn into

a desktop PC of sorts when attached to the company’s

Display Dock  - a 2.5-inch square box that hooks up to
a TV or external monitor. You can connect a keyboard
and mouse as well.

The setup is novel, but you have to buy and carry
around the dock, along with extra cords and your own
keyboard-mouse combo. Using a TV as a monitor pres-
ents a distance problem: Either you’re too close to the
screen if you’re working from a nearby desk, or you’re
too far away on a couch or hotel bed.

A laptop is easier to stow. Using this is like setting
up an actual desktop, even if it’s running off your
phone. The software is clunky, too. Many Windows
apps won’t work on the phone. Word and Excel can
handle one document at a time. 

While you can pay bills and organize online photos
on the T V, some other apps, such as Adobe’s
Photoshop Express for photo editing, don’t project
onto the bigger screen.

This setup might still be useful for people who
need to make PowerPoint presentations from their
Windows phone. And companies that can’t afford to
buy employees both a phone and a laptop can, in the-
ory, make do with a single device. — AP

LAS VEGAS: In this Jan. 7, 2014, file photo, Yahoo president and CEO Marissa Mayer speaks
during the International Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. Yahoo announced yester-
day, it is scrapping its original plan to spin off its prized stake in China’s Alibaba Group and will
instead break off the rest of its business into a new company. — AP
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willing to suffer a little

NEW YORK: In this Tuesday, Oct. 6, 2015, file photo, Panos Panay, Microsoft vice president for
Surface Computing, shows a new Lumia 950 phone during a presentation, in New York. The
device will work with an optional dock and users can attach a regular monitor, keyboard and
mouse and work with apps on the phone just like you would on a Windows 10 desktop. — AP

NEW YORK: In this Tuesday, Sept 28, 2010, file photo, a boy looks at VTech’s V.Reader, an
interactive e-reader for children ages 3 and older, in New York. Parents around the world
have been understandably shaken by the hacking of a VTech database containing infor-
mation on the more than 6 million children who use the company’s toys. — AP

NEW YORK: Parents around the world have
been understandably shaken by the hacking of
a VTech database containing information on the
more than 6 million children who use the com-
pany’s toys.

But what’s a parent to do? Internet-connect-
ed toys such as VTech’s tablets, which ask par-
ents to create personalized profiles for their chil-
dren, continue to grow in popularity and are
expected on many holiday gift lifts this season.

Meanwhile, children have larger digital foot-
prints than ever before, often starting at birth
with an announcement on Facebook or other
social media. Here are some answers to com-
mon questions about VTech’s breach and how to
protect your kids’ information online:

WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION 
DID HACKERS ACCESS? 

The attack compromised the profiles of 6.4
million kids around the world, along with the 4.9
million parent accounts that they were connect-
ed to. The parental accounts included names,
email addresses, secret questions and answers
for password retrieval, numeric Internet Protocol
addresses, mailing addresses, download histo-
ries and encrypted passwords. But information
in the children’s accounts was restricted to
names, ages and genders, the Hong Kong-based
company says.

The breach didn’t expose any credit-card or
other financial account information, as pay-
ments are handled by an outside company on a
separate website.

Some reports suggested that photos of chil-
dren and chats between kids and their parents
might also have been accessed, but VTech
Holdings Ltd. says it’s still investigating and can’t
confirm that yet.

WHY IS THIS A BIG DEAL?
The worry is that even basic pieces of infor-

mation could allow nefarious people to start
building profiles of children, potentially setting
them up for identity theft or worse down the
road. David Dewey, director of research for
Pindrop Security, says kids have no credit history
and their parents generally aren’t checking their
credit reports, making them easy targets.

“Fraud could go undetected for years, till
they try to open what they think is their first
credit card account,” says Dewey, also a father to
a pair of elementary school-aged girls.

While the worst case scenario would be for
the information to be used to kidnap a child, the
scenario of a “virtual kidnapping” is more likely,
he says. In that kind of situation, a person would
call a parent and use the information they had

about their child to convince them that they had
kidnapped the child and demand a ransom. A
voice recording would make such a scam much
more convincing, Dewey says. Voice is some-
thing that some VTech devices collect, but it’s
unclear if any got stolen in the breach.

IS IT SAFE TO ENTER INFORMATION 
ABOUT MY KIDS INTO TOYS LIKE THESE?
Parents have become very accustomed to

handing over personal information to compa-
nies in order to get a more personalized experi-
ence, whether they’re setting up a kid’s toy or
signing up for Netflix. But there’s always a
chance that the database where it’s stored could
be hacked. Parents have to weigh the impor-
tance of the information they’re giving up
against the benefits of having it collected.

Mark Nunnikhoven, vice president of cloud
research for the IT security company Trend
Micro, notes that when it comes to toys like
VTech’s, there’s nothing stopping you from set-
ting up your child’s account with a different
name, fake picture and other false information.
And most of the time, you can refuse to provide
it all together.

WHAT ABOUT SOCIAL MEDIA?
It’s not realistic to expect most parents to

stop posting childhood milestones of Facebook.
Social media is often the most efficient way to
share pictures and videos with friends and fami-
ly who live far away.

But Nunnikhoven, also a father to two young
kids, says it’s important that parents monitor
their privacy settings and make sure that what
their posting is only going to friends and family.
Parents also should think twice before posting
pictures of events like school outings and con-
certs where there are other children involved.

And it’s generally a good idea to stay away
from Twitter, which basically broadcasts your
information to the entire world, he says.

WHAT ABOUT TWEENS AND TEENS 
WITH THEIR OWN ACCOUNTS? 

Add this to the long list of things that make
parenting hard. Dewey, who doesn’t have a
Facebook account because of security worries,
tells his daughters to question whether the
world really needs to know what they’re about
to say online before they say it. Nunnikhoven
says that like any other tough issue you talk
about with your kids, the important thing is to
keep talking about it. “Not only are the children
changing faster than we would like, so is the
technology,” he says. “As a parent, you need to
stay on top of those things.”  — AP
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SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook has lifted a ban
that blocked material from Tsu.co, a small rival
challenging the world’s largest social net-
work’s financial dependence on free content
shared by its 1.5 billion users.

The reversal comes a month after The
Associated Press published a story airing con-
cerns that Facebook might be abusing its
power to thwart competition and stifle the
concept advanced by Tsu that people should
be paid for the stories and images that they
post on social networks.

“We won in the court of public opinion,”
Tsu CEO Sebastian Sobczak said Tuesday.
“When you have something new and novel in
the market like what we are doing, this kind of
validation is extremely important. It feels like
we just got a golden stamp of approval.”

The dispute between one of the Internet’s
most powerful companies and Tsu began in
late September when Facebook removed
nearly 10 million posts containing links and
other references to Tsu (pronounced “soo”).
Facebook also blocked attempts to post any-
thing else that sent traffic to Tsu.co, both on
the pages of its social network or on in its pop-

ular Messenger and Instagram applications.
Tsu’s ouster stemmed from its practice of

sharing ad revenue with its users. The pay-
ments are based on how many people read
their posts. Facebook decided Tsu’s payments
represented a financial incentive for people to
share links on its network, something the
Menlo Park, California, company says it pro-
hibits because it believes the practice pollutes
its service with the digital rubbish known as
“spam.” Sobczak contends Facebook hoped to
destroy an upstart trying to popularize the
idea that people should get paid for posts that
help sell advertising. Facebook has built a
highly profitable company with a market value
of $300 billion, partly because it doesn’t pay
for the material that keeps people and adver-
tisers coming to its social network.

The two sides resolved their differences
with a truce that required New York-based
Tsu.co to  remove a feature that allowed its
users to share content directly to Facebook
with one click on an app.  Now Tsu.co users
will have to go through several extra steps to
transfer their posts to Facebook, or just copy
and paste a link. —AP

Facebook lifts ban on content 

from rival social network Tsu


